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curatorial  
statement

After the collapse of the Soviet Union 
and increasingly since 9/11 and the ‘War 
on Terror’, warfare has moved into the 
city. While the wars of the 20th century 
were	largely	between	nations,	fighting	
over territorial sovereignty and along 
disputed borders, the wars of the 
21st century	have	been	internal	and	
border less. Today’s wars are being fought 
between large multinational coa litions  
of security regimes and insurgent net
works. It’s not just war that has moved  
to the city though: the entire security 
apparatus has moved with them too, 
including its peacekeepers and their 
entire infrastructure. Today, United 
Nations (UN) peacekeeping operations 
are taking place in hundreds of cities 
around the world and at a large scale. 
 BLUE aims to turn the spotlight  
on contemporary UN peacekeeping 
missions as an urban phenomenon.  
For the 15th International Architecture 
Exhibition, the Netherlands will explore 
architecture’s ability to improve the 
quality of the built environment – and 
with it people’s lives – by critically 
exploring its own role in UN missions 
and its frontiers. 
 BLUE: The Legacy of UN Peace
keeping Missions began as a research 
project and a dialogue between the 
Dutch	Ministries	of	Defense	and	Foreign	
Affairs, architects and other cultural 
actors. The Dutch ‘3D’ approach to 

missions – integrating Defense, Diplomacy 
and Development – is internationally 
regarded as innovative and progressive. 
By adding a fourth ‘D’ – Design – UN 
camps can be transformed from closed 
fortresses into catalysts for local 
develop ment. 
 BLUE takes the Dutch Camp for the 
UN	in	Gao,	Mali	–	Camp	Castor	–	as	its	
case study. Here the ‘blue people’, the 
Tuareg, and the ‘blue helmets’ of the UN 
meet; as do the desert and the Dutch 
approach, the nomads and settlement… 
BLUE – which as a color also represents 
boundlessness – exists at the inter sec
tion of architecture, human rights and 
activism.	It	emerges	in	times	of	conflict	
as the endless space of imagi nation and 
pragmatism that can produce alternative 
solutions. BLUE has the potential to 
improve life for millions of people. 
 BLUE is made up of a series of 
narratives based on conversations with 
military engineers, architects, anthro
pologists, economists, activists, policy
makers, journalists and novelists. 
Incorporating cultural and spatial explo
ra tions, BLUE positions architecture in 
three distinct ways: as research, identi
fying and making visible spatial chal
lenges and opportunities; as a practice, 
improving people’s living environment; 
and	as	a	critical	cultural	space,	reflec
ting upon phenomenal transitions in 
society.	With	this	approach,	conflict	can	
become a chance for architecture to 
reinvent both the built environment and 
itself. 

A visit to the  
un archive 

It’s	hard	to	find	information	about	the	
physical footprint of UN peacekeeping 
operations; the current reality of these 
missions keeps evolving, and their past 
eras are underresearched. So I decided 
to	visit	the	UN	archive	in	New	York	to	find	
out more. 
 The visit required a lot of prepara
tion; I had to schedule my meeting weeks 
in	advance,	fill	in	forms	and	deliver	a	list	
of folders that I would like to examine. 
Navigating the UN archive database 
wasn’t straightforward either, requiring 
preliminary knowledge of UN codewords 
and abbreviations before I even got 
there. A succession of email exchanges 
with a UN archive employee led to the 
decision to use a range of keywords, 
including: #peace keeping, #compounds, 
#camps, #head quarter, #blueprint and 
#Africa, as well as mission abbreviations 
like	MINUSMA,	UNMIL,	MONUSCO.	The	
folders were preassembled according 
to these terms by archive employees  
in anticipation of my visit. 
 The archive building itself was 
unimpressive, located on a side street  
a few blocks away from the UN head
quarters.	When	I	finally	found	the	
entrance and rang the doorbell, a young 
girl opened the door enthusiastically. 
She looked like a volunteer in a food 
relief mission, but was in fact the archive 
manager. From her reaction, it was clear 
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that the archive didn’t have too many 
visitors. 
 She accompanied me to a small 
and tiredlooking reading room. The 
shabby space looked like an old
fashioned library from an obsolete 
discipline,	filled	with	tables	that	seemed	
much too big for the room. The walls 
were covered with shelves occupied by 
books mostly about the IsraeliPalestinian 
conflict.	There	were	auto	biographies	 
of	Ben	Gurion,	Moshe	Dyan	and	other	
figures.	Next	to	these	sat	old	atlases	 
of underdeveloped parts of the world, 
many of them produced by the World 
Bank. 
 On the other side of the room,  
on four metal carts, there was a pile  
of folders awaiting my attention. The 
papers were old, thin and yellowing. 
While browsing them, I found myself 
transported to a different era. One of the 
first	folders	included	private	letters,	
photographs and the like. I came across 
two intriguing postcards written by a UN 
employee back in the 1950s exhibiting 
firsthand	experience	from	Tripoli.	The	
first	one	enthusiastically	greeted	the	
beginning of a UN mission; the image  
on its front was of a building in Tripoli.  
The second postcard was more peculiar. 
The	same	UN	employee	sent	his	office	 
a note: “Dear George, Have just pur
chased the Sahara Desert. Should I charge 
this to account 560 or 691? I hear they 
are reorganizing again. Best to truth…” 
 These were exciting times for 
Africa.	Many	countries	had	begun	to	

loosen the stranglehold of colonialism. 
Libya had become independent from  
the UK in December 1951, followed by 
Sudan,	Tunisia	and	Morocco.	Mali	gained	
its independence from France in June 
1960, followed by Congo, Somalia and 
Niger. The African continent was 
embark ing on a new era – a postWorld 
War epoch. It was a time of euphoria and 
wonder that saw a new order beginning 
to emerge.
 The postcolonial division of Africa 
brought	conflict	that	gave	rise	and	fall	 
to many nation states. The region is, to 
say the least, far from being stable even 
to this day; wars, uprisings, extremism, 
climate change and disease continue  
to tear the continent apart. UN peace
keeping operations currently take place 
in 170 cities across subSaharan Africa. 
 Another folder I came across in  
my visit to the archive was simply titled: 
‘Congo’. In it, there was a report labeled 
‘The Future of UN bases’ that dated from 
the late 1960s. The report looked at the 
configuration	of	Camp	Camina,	a	UN	
base established by peacekeepers  
from Belgium. The report was a unique 
example of contemplation and doubt 
about the legacy of UN peacekeeping 
missions, reminding me of many of the 
issues that brought me to the archive  
in	the	first	place.	Overly	ambitious	UN	
structures were built that resembled  
a modernist Corbusian city rather than  
a temporary compound. At the end of the 
mission, no one knew what to do with 
the place; Camina still exists, though 

perhaps standing as little more than  
a	reminder	of	Congo’s	conflicted	past.	
 I left the archive with just few 
documents. It was clear that much of  
the	research	would	require	fieldwork	–	
especially since the phenomena of  
UN peacekeeping continues to evolve, 
adjusting itself to new realities and  
a new type of war. 

the historical 
evolution of  
un peace keeping 
missions

UN peacekeeping operations started  
in 1948 just after the UN was established. 
Peacekeepers are representatives of world 
nations who work together to reduce 
armed	conflicts	and	the	devas	tation	of	
war. We can divide the missions into 
three eras of peace keeping up until today:
	 The	first	period	took	place	from	
1948 until the collapse of the Soviet 
Union. These missions were modest in 
size, budget and footprint. They oper
ated mainly along disputed national 
borderlines, and they were lightly 
militarized. 
 The second generation of missions 
started at the end of the Cold War and 
lasted	until	9/11.	Missions	moved	from	
borders to cities. The most distinct mo
ment of change was during the mission 
in Kosovo, where peacekeepers per
formed outside the traditional bound
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aries of the mission; they operated on 
military, political, social and humani
tarian levels simultaneously. The inter
national community experimented with 
reconstructing the local environ ment by 
introducing new laws; peace keepers 
trained	judges	and	police	officers;	they	
built new courtrooms and new prisons. 
They introduced new education systems; 
trained teachers and built new schools. 
The aim was to transform the Soviet 
institutions into more democratic ones 
and open the local market to the global 
economy. 
 The third generation of peace
keeping emerged after 9/11 and the 
launch of the ‘War on Terror’. These new 
missions became even bigger and much 
more militarized. They operate deep 
inside inhabited areas; it would take 
decades to restore and integrate the UN 
occupied spaces back to the local urban 
fabric.
 The general funding of UN peace
keeping missions has increased yearly – 
from $4 million USD in 1948 to $8.7 billion 
USD in 2014 – and it keeps on growing.

from island  
to catalyst

Over the past decade, a new approach 
has	been	introduced	to	the	field	of	
peace keeping to address the complexity 
of cities. Under a policy called ‘The 3D 
Comprehensive Approach’, the inter
national community strives to integrate 
elements of Diplomacy, Defense and 
Development. Neverthe less, the spaces 
produced by missions tend privilege one 
element: Defense. UN camps, super
camps and headquarters are designed 
as	selfsufficient	islands	enclosed	by	
barbed wire and surrounded by 
trenches. These spaces fragment cities 
and increase the separation between 
the local community and the multi
national forces.
 The physical manifestation of UN 
space doesn’t correlate with the scope 
of its peacekeeping missions. What if we 
were to add a fourth ‘D’ – Design – to the 
3D approach? Design can mitigate 
consequences between the different 

and	at	times	conflicting	scopes	of	
missions. Not only that, but creating a 
base with the concept of legacy in mind 
recognizes the role of Development and 
Diplomacy, rather than simply paying 
tribute to Defense. Bases can be used as 
catalysts for local development rather 
than operating as islands.
 A couple of years ago, as a 
research fellow at Het Nieuwe Instituut, I 
invited Dutch peacekeeping partners – 
engineers and policymakers from Dutch 
Ministries	of	Defense	and	Foreign	Affairs	
– to take part in a design experiment. I 
introduced the notion of legacy and 
asked them whether they had ever 
thought about what is left behind at the 
end of a UN mission. Using design, we 
started to think about transforming 
foreign waste into local resources. The 
Dutch	Ministries	offered	to	look	at	Camp	
Castor,	a	newly	built	base	in	Gao,	Mali.	
Together	we	modified	the	plan	of	the	
base and emphasized the importance of 
integration with the community. We 
invited economists, anthropologists and 
urban agriculture experts to join the 
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conversation. Together we developed 
models that could help to establish  
a relationship between locals and the 
base.

camp castor:  
A Dutch base  
on the saharan 
borders

Over the past few years, subSaharan 
Africa	has	witnessed	many	conflicts	–	
from wars over resources to national 
uprisings – and seen the intervention of 
many international missions. Life in this 
region	is	dynamic	and	in	constant	flux.	
The harsh climate forces a completely 
different use of space from the one we 
experience further north. The borders of 
the desert are not national; they are 
seasonal. The nomadic lifestyle is 
intertwined with nature and what the 
desert has to offer, which is not very 
much. People and their herds move from 
one place to the other and often over 
vast territories looking for water and 
food. This used to be the only way to 
survive in the desert.
	 After	the	fall	of	Colonel	Gaddafi	in	
2012, militarized groups moved from 
Libya towards the south, back to the 
desert,	to	Niger	and	Northern	Mali.	One	
of these groups was the Tuareg – the 
nomads of the Sahara – who had worked 
as	soldiers	for	Gaddafi.	After	escaping	
from Libya, they realized they had lost 
their primary employer and had no place 
to	go.	They	established	the	MNLA	(The	
Movement	for	the	Liberation	of	Azawad)	
and	began	fighting	for	selfdetermi	na
tion. In the Sahara, however, they dis
covered they weren’t alone. The rapidly 
escalating violence by al Qaeda, the 
Islamic State, and other jihadist groups 
threatened to destabilize the entire 
region. In 2012, the Islamist group Ansar 
Din	joined	the	MNLA,	and	together	they	
succeeded in taking control of northern 
Mali.	This	led	to	the	establish	ment	of	the	
UN	Multidimensional	Integrated	Stabili
zation	Mission	in	Mali	(MINUSMA).	UN	
forces	helped	the	Malian	government	

gain control back over the northern 
parts of the country.  
 Since April 2013, the UN has built 
dozens of compounds, headquarters 
and supercamps in thirteen cities 
across	Mali.	One	of	the	compounds	–	
our case study – was set up by the Dutch 
peacekeepers	in	Gao.	Mali	is	one	of	the	
poorest countries in the world. Its 
inhabitants are in desperate need of 
resources. Applying Design for Legacy 
here can help elevate the lives of 
millions.

a field trip  
to Mali

Bamako
We	landed	in	Bamako	on	13	March	2016.	
We stepped out of our Air France plane 
into	the	fierce	African	heat.	It	was	the	
first	time	I	had	travelled	under	the	formal	
title of ‘Design Advisor’ to the Dutch 
Ministry	of	Defense.	Bamako	is	the	capital	
city	of	Mali	and	is	home	to	more	than	
two million people. The city is growing 
rapidly – at a rate of 7.5% every year.
 In the Bamako international airport 
we met three Dutch soldiers who were 
stationed	in	Midgard	–	a	UN	transit	camp	
operated by Swedish and Dutch peace
keepers. The men wore Dutch military 
uniforms with a light desert pattern and 
a brightyellow vest with the letters 
MOVCON	(Movement	Control	Unit).	We	
were under their supervision from the 
moment we stepped out of the plane. 
They cleared the way for our smooth 
transit through the airport, and after 
collecting our bags we walked towards a 
white UN van. A local driver greeted us 
in French, and carefully stacked our bags 
inside the back of the car. We drove 
through a foreign landscape. The roads 
were in reasonable condition but it was 
hard to see anything beyond the beaming 
front lights of the car. The local scenery 
was hidden in the darkness of the night. 

Midgard
Midgard	is	a	relatively	small	transit	
camp. Although it was close to the 

airport,	it	took	us	fifteen	minutes	to	get	
there. The direct road was closed and 
guarded	by	the	Malian	army;	every	
roadblock, fence or checkpoint was 
explained away by a corresponding 
security hazard. On our way, the 
MOVCON	guys	indicated	some	of	the	
mission landmarks: the UN super camp, 
the	Malian	base	and	the	Bangladeshi	
one. The bases were enclosed with 
barbed wire; one bubble after the other, 
they delineated secure corridors for 
international movement. Checkpoints, 
camps, guard posts and fences; all 
constructed in the past two years.
In	Midgard,	we	were	accompanied	to	
our tents, which were unexpectedly 
equipped with air conditioning, lights 
and a bed with an antimosquito net. 
There were two types of tents in the 
camps: ones for people in transit, like 
us, and another kind for the troops who 
serve at the camp. I was told that these 
tents cost as much as $50,000 USD each, 
and it was the Swedes who brought 
them	to	Mali.	The	ground	in	the	base	
was covered with a thick layer of gravel. 
The tiny grey stones separated the base 
from the local soil. Parts of the camp 
were still under construction – holes in 
the ground revealed the base’s infra
structure: water tubes, electricity wires, 
sewage pipes and telecommuni cation 
cables. The top layer was a combination 
of containers and tents. It was made to 
look temporary.
	 Other	camps	surrounded	Midgard:	
the closest one was the Bangladeshi 
camp, then the Egyptian one and the 
closest	to	the	exit	was	a	Malian	base.	
The	Malian	camp	was	inhabited	by	
soldiers and their families; it looked like 
a	small	village,	and	was	our	first	encoun
ter with the local lifestyle. Though in 
Midgard,	there	were	local	workers	
alongside	the	troops.	On	the	first	
morning	I	met	Madeleine,	a	young	girl	
from Bamako, who was cleaning the 
base.	The	first	time	I	met	her	she	wore	a	
blue uniform. She would hang her other 
blue dress on the fence, and put it back 
on again before leaving the camp. The 
kitchen had other kinds of staff too. A 
private contractor managed them, and 

the setting uP of cAMP cAstor in gAo, MAli  
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un un PeAcekeePing Missions in relAtion to MAin 
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no one could say where the company 
came from. The employees were neither 
local nor UN staff. They seemed to be 
from Asia. They were very accommo
dating, but didn’t engage in conver sa
tion. Back home I googled the company 
name and discovered that it’s headquar
tered in Dubai. The ownership was not 
clear, but it was the principal supplier of 
transnational cooperation to the UN.

Meetings in the city
In	Bamako,	we	met	Mani	el	Ansary	 
and	Master	Soumy.	Mani	is	one	of	the	
organizers of a desert festival in 
Timbuktu. He is forced to live in exile;  
he is Tuareg and escaped from Timbuktu 
after	the	jihadists	captured	it.	Master	
Soumy is a young rapper whose lyrics 
describe	the	conflict	and	situation	in	
Mali.	Soumy	seemed	to	be	frustrated	
with	life	in	Mali.	Young	people	are	stuck	
in a tough place, he said. On the one 
hand,	you	have	the	conflict	and	the	
extremists who tell you how to behave, 
and on the other, you have a corrupt 
regime that doesn’t want you to devel
op. His music is censored by the media; 
he told us the government controls the 
national	radio	and	TV	stations.	Both	Mani	
and	Master	Soumy	said	they	were	con
fused about the UN mission and its long
term intentions of the UN.
 Later on, we met with a group of 
local architects. They had all studied 
abroad in Tunis, Algeria and Strasbourg. 
At	first	their	primary	interest	was	to	hear	
about	Venice.	They	follow	the	Biennale	
from afar. Although it has spectacular 
architecture,	Mali	has	never	been	repre
sented	in	Venice.	While	the	archi	tects	
wanted to talk about the Biennale,  
I wanted to understand how the UN 
mission affects their lives and the city. 
What does it mean to practice architec
ture while a UN mission has taken over 
the city? Have they been involved in the 
massive construction of the mission? 
Apparently not. The local architects are 
not involved in the construction of UN 
sites. They mostly work on smallscale 
local housing projects. 
 For them, the UN mission felt like 
another form of Western occupation. 
Yet, they were very pragmatic. They 
wanted to see positive developments in 
the city, and they welcomed any attempt 
by the international community to 
engage with the local population and 
help improve livelihoods. 

Hilton and the Super-camp
After that meeting we travelled to the  
UN headquarters, which had taken over 
a	former	Hilton	hotel.	Master	Soumy	
apparently used to perform at the swim
ming	pool	there.	Before	the	conflict,	it	
was a busy hangout space for the rich 
local youth, but now it’s restricted to UN 
use only. The mission plans to move  

to a newly built supercamp soon – after 
which the Hilton will be given back to 
the city. The UN supercamp is currently 
under construction. It is designed as  
an island, enclosed in barbed wire and 
trenches, and as the name indicates,  
is enormous. Different UN contingencies 
share it. It’s like a city inside a city; inside 
there’s a hospital, restaurants, multiple 
offices	and	a	fire	station.	It	is	an	
emerging typology. 
 The designer of the camp is  
a Bulgarian architect. She was not a UN 
staff member, but a freelance consult
ant. I asked her how she ended up in 
Bamako. She said that she couldn’t sus
tain her practice in Bulgaria, and her 
friend referred her to this job. Her co
worker	is	a	Moroccan	contractor	from	
Casablanca who works for different 
missions in the region, supplying local 
expertise. He seemed very resourceful 
in dealing with the challenging climate 
and the heat. He showed us around his 
projects and explained how he hacked 
the modular system to create better air 
circulation and shade by lifting up the 
roofs of the passages between different 
structures.. 
 Why weren’t local architects 
involved in this project? It is, after all, 
their city. If one wants to incorporate the 
idea of inte gration, this should be one of 
the	first	steps	to	start	with	–	collaborate	
with locals and make spaces that can 
even tually be embedded within the city. 
However, these links were not there. 
Before we left, I asked what the land was 
used for before the UN took over. The 
answer:	a	grazing	field	for	more	than	300	
cows. I wondered where the cows had 
gone…
 We also visited the city. The center 
was very busy and felt rather safe. The 
conflict	has	crushed	the	local	economy;	
tourism is gone, and the market was 
empty. Local products were beautiful – 
handmade textiles, musical instruments, 
spices and jewelry. There were examples 
of creativity and beauty everywhere  
you looked. 

the trip to gao
We	were	picked	up	by	the	MOVCON	
guys one morning and taken back to the 
airport. By now, we knew the road well. 
The UN mission controls the internal 
airports	of	Mali;	flights	are	operated	by	
a Russian company, and there are no 
civilian	flights	between	the	cities.	I	was	
lucky to have a window seat; the plane 
had very few windows. It was beautiful 
to see the landscape changing from 
green to yellow as we approached the 
Sahara. Just before landing, I noticed  
the powerful presence and staggering 
beauty of the Niger River. We stepped 
off the plane into the desert heat. The 
airport in Gao was small and in poor 
shape. The ceiling was falling apart and 

the walls were peppered with bullet holes. 
We	met	the	local	MOVCON	guy,	who	
greeted us and presented us the pro gram 
for the next few days. Then, we drove  
to Camp Castor. In addition to Castor, 
there are two large UN bases in Gao:  
a UN supercamp and a Chinese camp. 
They together equal one third of the 
city’s built area.
 Gao is an old town, located on the 
Niger River and along the path of major 
crosscontinental routes. It is a city of 
flows.	Throughout	history,	different	cul
tures have come together in Gao: the 
Sahara dwellers and the emperors, as 
well as the slaves and their traders. The 
city is very rich with both culture and 
history. Gao is expected to triple in size 
in the coming twenty years. At the moment, 
Gao is home to 90,000 people – 10,000  
of which are refugees. Thousands of the 
city’s former Tuareg dwellers were forced 
out	because	of	conflict,	and	are	cur	rent
ly living in refugee camps in neighboring 
countries. People who have stayed in 
the city have no stable access to water 
and electricity; most live in stark poverty. 
 There are about 450 Dutch soldiers 
in Camp Castor, which is now being 
extended to accommodate newly 
arriving German troops. Although the 
city of Gao is only few hundred meters 
away, once inside the base, it feels like 
the	city	has	simply	disappeared.	Most	 
of the soldiers have never visited the 
city during their deployment. Castor is 
engi	neered	as	a	flawless	machine;	a	UN	
employee in New York told me that it  
is a ‘state of the art’ peacekeeping base. 
Inside, Dutch engineers experiment with 
energy production in arid climates and 
have developed a hybrid system of solar 
power and oil. As for water, they have 
combined	filters	that	allow	them	to	
recycle up to 85% of what is used. All  
of the infrastructure runs below ground. 
This is all very impressive, especially 
since it’s existed for just two years. It was 
very clear, however, that knowledge 
doesn’t cross the fence; not even to the 
adjacent UN supercamp, let alone to 
the city.
 We also visited the supercamp.  
It is huge; another island, or more pre
cisely, an archipelago. It consists of 
offices	and	camps	of	various	contingen
cies. We had a meeting with the man
ager of the base, who is highly educated 
and very passionate. He wanted to con
tribute more, that there was much that 
could be done, but the bureaucracy 
does not allow for it. He said the women 
of Gao are hard workers – that they can 
be collaborated with to change the city 
–	but	that	it	is	difficult	to	break	through	
the system and to make resources avail
able. He complained about the drainage 
system	and	the	floods	during	the	rainy	
season, which is awful, both in the camp 
and the city. There is a lot waste in the 
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drainage system that ends up polluting 
the river and the aquifer. He showed us 
pictures and had a quick conversation 
with Erwin, the responsible engineer  
of Camp Castor we were traveling with. 
Watching this, I was wondering how 
much knowledge could be shared if the 
collaboration between the Dutch and 
the UN was more structural.
 The supercamp felt more civic;  
it	had	urban	touches	like	traffic	islands	
and sidewalks. These were nowhere to 
be found in the other bases we visited.  
I drove back to Castor with Wisje, the 
‘3D’ Representative. Wisje lives in Castor, 
works at the supercamp, and stays in 
touch with the city. She holds the entire 
network in her hands. Back in Castor,  
we approached another island – the area 
of the commando unit – where they gave 
me	a	briefing	before	we	headed	into	the	
city. We drove into the city with two cars, 
four guards and protective gear – a bullet
proof vest, helmet and all. It took us less 
than	five	minutes	to	enter	the	first	neigh
borhood. In the city we had a conversa
tion with two representatives of a small 
nongovernmental organization (NGO). 
Their ambition is to introduce smart 
navi gation systems to herders. They 
want to insert chips in goats and sheep 
and link them to a satellite system, assum 
ing that by tracing the movement of the 
herd the shepherds can discover water. 
 Water scarcity is a huge challenge. 
It threatens the livelihoods of millions – 
people, animals and vegetation. The 
drought is severe, and people are 
looking for alternatives to survive. The 
people from this NGO are resourceful 
with information: they travel across the 
entire region to talk with pastoralists; 

they know how people live in the most 
remote areas. There’s poverty and fam
ine	in	the	southeast	region	of	Menaka,	
which they told us is on the verge of 
catastrophe. What’s more, the people  
of	the	region	are	still	fighting	with	each	
another; many in remote areas don’t 
even	know	that	a	ceasefire	agreement	
was signed six months ago. 
 The two men admitted that they 
were confused about the intentions of 
the UN as well. Without the involvement 
of the international community in 2013, 
they said, it would have been complete 
chaos.	But	now	there	is	a	ceasefire	
agreement. They mentioned that if the 
international community wanted to 
contribute to peace, they should begin 
with helping children, since local people 
can’t afford to send their children to 
school. But even those who can go to 
school and have a profession cannot 
find	jobs	because	the	market	is	very	
limited. The jihadists know this; the two 
NGO workers told us they recruit chil
dren at a very young age. They take 
them to their schools while local schools 
are empty because no one can afford 
them. They said they felt this to be the 
future because the parents can’t do 
much.	Additionally,	healthcare	in	Mali	is	
nonexistent. People die at a very young 
age, and they said no one plans for the 
future here. According to our guides, 
there is much more the UN could do if 
they really wanted peace. After the meet
ing, we drove through the city. It was 
barren. The uniformity of materials and 
color is beautiful though; the sand struc
ture and the occasional tent merge organ
ically with the built areas. Here the nomadic 
and the urban live peacefully together. 

the ‘Jewels of castor’
Before leaving Gao, the colonel of the 
base told us not to miss the ‘Jewels  
of Castor’. Deeply hidden from the eyes 
of the engineers was another island. 
Inessential to the mission, it was a wonder
land. The airforce unit found a creative 
way to deal with the desert heat and with 
the mission. We walked toward a corner 
of the base; the locals called it the sprokje 
bos – the fairytale forest. A narrow stone 
path led us to an inner patio. It had an 
improvised waterfall with a small wooden 
hut	floating	above	that	reminded	me	 
of	a	leaflet	advertising	a	yoga	retreat.	
The hut had no glass windows, but wide 
openings decorated with white curtains 
that were blowing in the desert wind.  
We continued our walk through the 
cabin back to the narrow path, passing 
another decorated inner court. We paused 
by a wooden horse; a few meters away 
we saw a mock tipi… On the horizon 
there were two fake palm trees, adorned 
with	finely	detailed	leaves	and	coconuts.	
The	final	spectacle	was	a	shaded	area	
decorated like a beach bar. The front 
was painted in red, white and blue; fake 
orange trees had fake oranges fastened 
to the front, and at the top of the entrance 
there	was	a	large	‘free	wifi’	sign.
 I’m not sure whether I was delusional 
–	caught	by	a	mirage,	a	Fata	Morgana	 
or a Flying Dutchman – or not, but the 
sea and the desert seemed closer than 
ever. This was an encounter between 
different systems – the Dutch approach 
and the desert. From this angle – a mis
sion of endless creativity and unlimited 
possibilities – it looked very promising.
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